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INTRODUCTION

Applying holography as a technique of measuring the size

distribution of micro bubbles and particles in liquids brings up the

possibility of direct observation of micro objects, and thus knowing their

exact shape and size. The present technical note deals with the design

of a holocarnera, and its calibration.J

Holography involves creation of\ three dimensional image of a

sample volume. Unlike regular photo raphic records, a hologram contains

information, not only of intensities f various objects scattering light into

a photographic emulsion, but ah o the phase difference, between the light

coming from an object. and a reference wave. The phase information

stored on a film, in form of interference pattern makes it possible, with

the help, of proper technique, to reconstruct an image of the original

sarr~ple volume, and to observe it in different magnifications.

In the present system, a ruby laser is used for producing the

coherent, linearly polarized light source (0. 6943 4 - wavelength) for

the hologram recording, and a CW He - Ne laser (0. 6328 tm - wavelength)

is used as a light source for the reconstruction process.. More detailed

des cription of the instrumentation will be given later.

In order to ensure that what we observe on the reconstructed

image is a real reproduction of the original sample volume, it is necessary

to produce holograms of known objects, and to observe the results obtained.

By taking holograms of three sample volumes, containing polystyrene

particles of known size - 10u, 191A and 50u ; one can calibrate the magnifi-

cation of the reconstructed image, and can verify that the observed re-

sults is an actual image of a photographed sample volume. The present



technical note presents the results of such calibration.

The method used is a Lensless Fraunhofer Holography. It is

limited to in line holograms formed in the far field of a subject, allowing

observation of one image without confusion from the other.

It involves illumination of a subject with plane coherent light,

positioning the photographic recording material in a far-field distance

from the object. If the object is small enough, the scattered light from

it approaches a point source, and thus, while recording, the result

becomes similar to hologram formation of a point source with a plane

reference wave. By reconstructing an in line hologram, one produces

two images of the original object - a real one and a virtual one. They

lie symmetrically to hologram plane on the same axis. The far-field

requirement in Fraunhofer Holograms ensures that the "point-source",

that appears in the virtual image will produce only a weak uniform

background in the real image plane, of the same "point-source". More A

detailed analysis can be found in Ref. 2, Chapters 2 and 8. PTIS

Use of solid state laser-like the ruby laser, is essential in re- Uisu"

cording of a hologram of a moving object, since it supplies enough

intensity needed for a very short time exposure of the film. Disst

Av:

METHOD AND INSTRUMENTATION Di t

The application of holography for observing flow characteristics

and especially measuring particles and bubbles distribution in water

consists of two processes:

The first process involves illumination of a sample volume by a

beam of collimated, coherent, quasi-monochromatic light, causing
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interference between a coherent background and a particle-diffracted

radiation. As long as the particle size is small relative to the main

beam dimension, and to the distance between the particle and the holographic

film location, the Fraunhofer Holographic technique can be used. The

beam is not separated to a reference and subject wave, but instead, only

one beam illuminates the sample volume. Part of the light is diffracted

by the objects, and most of the beam (undiffracted part) becomes the

reference wave. The result of interference between the diffracted and

undiffracted light is recorded on a high resolution photographic film,

placed in the other side of the sample volume.

In the second process, the photographic record is illuminated

by another collimated, coherent light source, producing a three dimen-

sional image of the original volume. By using a "TV* vidicon and

monitor one can, with the help of magnifying equipment, focus on any

cross section of the reconstructed image field, and observe the result on

the "TV" monitor's screen.

The light source of the holocamera is a pulsed ruby laser. A

three inch long and quarter inch diameter cylindrical ruby rod is ex-

cited by a helical xenon flashlamp, both cooled by a one gpm stream

of deionized water. The ruby is located in a 22 inch long optical cavity

created by two flat mirrors. The back mirror is a 100 percent reflecting

dielectric surface, and the front one is a saphire etalen (60 percent

reflectivity), which plays a role in longitudinal mode control of the laser.

The cavity is "Q switched" by a KD* P cylindrical ring electrode pockel's

cell and a Calcite Glan laser polarizer. Two iris apertures located

inside the cavity control the transverse modes of the laser's output.
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When the flashlamp is fired approximately 1000 joules, stored in

loaded capacitors,discharge through the lamp. The flash is initiated by

a high voltage pulse passing through a series injection trigger transformer,

which ionize the gas in the lamp and supply the activation voltage for the

lamp to discharge.

A highly reflecting cylindrical surface which covers the lamp,

reflects back any light emitted to the region outside of the lamp interior,

where the ruby is located.

If the cavity is opened (Pockel's cell is not operated) the light

emitted by the ruby, is reflected by the flat mirrors back into the rod,

and together with the light added from the flashlamp "excite" the ruby to

a stage that it emits a giant pulse through the front mirror.

Since the amount of energy supplied, and the duration of the

flashlamp operation is enough to emit several pulses, the cavity is

"Q switched" as follows. A sufficient voltage is supplied to the KD*P

crystal (1.8 KV), to rotate the polarization of incoming light by quarter

wavelength. The light is emitted by the ruby and passes through an adjusted

Glan Polarizer. While passing through the Pockel's cell, the polarization

angle of the incoming beam is rotated by a * X, and then, after being re-

flected by the mirror, it returns to the cell. The second passage through

the cell causes another rotation of the polarization angle by I X. As a

result, the wave is rotated by J X, and is deflected by the Glan polarizer

outside of the cavity.

The voltage on the Pockel' s cell is dropped to zero for a very

short time, opening the cavity for light oscillations, and thus for lasing.

If the time is adjusted to be sufficient for only one pulse output, one can



get a single ruby laser pulse, whose duration is 20-50 nanoseconds. By

opening the cavity more than once, it is possible to produce two pulses

(or more), and thus to apply the laser for interferometry.

The control and power supply unit of the Pockel's cell is connected

to the main power source. The time delay between flashamp operation

and cavity opening can be adjusted in order to activate the laser in an

optimum period during the lamp operation.

The ruby rod and the flashlamp are located in a sealed box, filled

with running deionized water (approximately one gpm). After entering the

box, the water is injected through six orifices (*inch diameter), between

the ruby rod and the flashlamp, parallel to the rod's axis, to produce

uniform cooling. Before passing through the laser, the water is pumped

from a small storage tank, and passes through filters and a deionizer.

A conductivity meter, located before the entrance of the laser head

displays the water quality before use. To prevent any scale deposit on

the ruby's surface, and on the flashlamp, the water is recirculated

through the deionizer several times to provide resistivity of at least

18 MC cm (much less than 0. 1 ppm of any contamination). Brass coils,

placed inside the storage tank, in which tap water flows, cool the water

after coming back from the laser. A schematic description of the cooling

water system is given in Fig. 3.

The laser cavity is very sensitive to alignment. For this reason,

each component is mounted on mounts, that provide the possibility of

very delicate angle and position adjustment. The alignment is made with

the help of an auto collimator and a 0. 5 m Watt CW He-Ne laser.
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After being emitted from the cavity, the light passes through a

beam splitter, from which, approximately four percent of the light is

directed towards a PIN diode for examination on an oscilloscope screen.

The rest of the beam enters a beam expander - a microscope objective,

passes through a spatial filter - a five microns pin hole, located in the

focal plane of a 2.5 inch diameter collimating lens. After being collimated

the wave illuminates the sample volume, after which the recording film is

placed. The recording material is a 70 mm Agfa Gevaert 10E75 photo-

graphic film. A schematic description of the holocamera is given in

Fig. 1, and is photographed in Fig. 2.

After developing the film, the hologram is mounted on the re-

construction system. It consists of a five m Watt CW He-Ne laser, as

an illumination source. The beam is expanded by an objective, filtered

by a pinhole, and collimated by a lens. The collimated beam is trans-

rnitted through the hologram, and the diffraction pattern caused by the

film transmittance creates a three dimensional image of the original

volume. By using a microscope objective, a certain desired cross section

of the image is magnified and focused on a TV vidicon. The hologram

itself is mounted on a x-y-z vernier carriage, maling possible (with

the help of scales in three dimensions) to observe any point of the re-

constructed image on the monitor. A schematic description of the

reconstruction system is given in Fig. 4 and its photograph in Fig. 5.

In the present experiment, whose aim is to calibrate the holo-

camera, and to ensure that the observed image is an actual reproduction

of an original photographed object, the sample volume was the content of

a half inch long and - inch diameter cylindrical glass bottle. Sample

- 7 . . .. . ..... . . . .... m .. . .. ' - *" . .. .,,, , . ... , j,, ,, . . ..-- ' - . .r .. . I
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volumes of Ethanol containing polystyrene particles of known size - 104,

l9g and 5O t were photographed by the holocamera, and later reconstructed

and displayed on the TV screen. A photographic record of some of the

504i, 19p and lOg particles are shown on Figs. 6. 7 and 8 respectively.

RESULTS

The holograms produced, and reconstructed are magnified 20x,

making it possible to observe the l09, 19gj and 504 particles very clearly.

Figure 6 is a photograph of the TV screen on which 50p particles are

displayed, and Figs. 7 and 8 are of 19P. and 10p particles respectively.

It should be noted that since the microscope objective focuses

one cross section on the TV vidicon, each displayed image contains also

light scattered from unfocused particles, lying in the sample volume, in

different sections than the focused one. Due to their size it is much

easier to see the effect of the unfocused 50p particles. By observation

of the TV screen it is fairly easy to focus on any cross section of the

image, by making the boundary lines of the particle sharp and clear.

The 50p. picture in Fig. 6 contains scaling lines. The distance

between two lines is S0p.. They were made with the help of a microscope

reticle placed in the reconstruction system, before the holograms were

reconstructed. The photograph shown is evidence how well the holocamera

succeeds to preserve the original sample volume. The 194 and l04 photo-

graphs were taken with the same magnification. The pictures shown are

of the same size as the TV screen, to provide the reader with the actual

images observed.

It should also be noted that by moving the microscope objective

in the real image field to regions outside of the glass bottle image, no



sign of any particle, or any object can be seen. This fact eliminates the

possibility that some images of non-existing particles wifl be created by

any kind of diffraction pattern-like nonlinear effects in film recording.

(See Ref. 2].

CONCLUSION

Both the theoretical analysis of in-line Lensless Fraunhofer

holograms and the experimental results prove that the particle size

does not change in the transverse dimension while reconstructing an

image of a sample volume. Due to the fact that no image of any particle

was found outside the boundaries of the bottle, it can be concluded that

the system does not create any kind of image that did not exist in the

original sample volume.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. A schematic description of the holocamera.

Figure 2. Photograph of the holocamera. The numbers appearing
refer to the different components' numbers appearing in
Fig. 1.

Figure 3. A schematic description of the cooling system of the laser.

Figure 4. A schematic description of the reconstruction system.

Figure 5. A photograph of the reconstruction system.

Figure 6. A photograph of the TV screen displaying 50particles. The
distance between 2 lines of the scale is 50i. The scaling was
made using a microscope reticle placed in the reconstruction
system.

Figure 7. A photograph of the TV screen displaying 194particles. This
picture is taken with the same magnification as Fig. 6.

Figure 8. A photograph of TV screen displaying 104 particles. The
picture is taken with the same magnification as Fig. 6 and 7.
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